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Board Members (L_R) Gary Coulton, 
Dr. Andre Gordon and a farmer in the field
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T
he National Board of Directors

of the Rural Agricultural

Development Authority (RADA)

took office on March 1, 2012.

Immediately after taking office, the

Board engaged in consultations with

the senior executives of the RADA,

senior members of the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries and other

stakeholders to chart a new

direction for the organization.

Following consultations, the National Board in May 2012 organized a
Retreat with Senior Executive Members, Parish Board Chairmen to
examine the strategic direction of the Authority. After fruitful discussions,
the following strategic goals were established to: 

• Foster a stronger focus on Women and Youth in Agriculture
through the programmes and policies developed by the Authority

• Facilitate an effective organizational realignment, which will see
the organization become more technically oriented and less
administratively focused.

• Seek more sustainable means of gaining income through income
generation projects

• Encourage greater collaboration with tertiary educational
institutions in order to improve the capacity building of the
workers to carry out the Mandate of the organization. 

These key strategic goals were critical to reposition RADA to meet the
needs of its core customers - the farmers of Jamaica. Going forward,
RADA focused on its core function of offering extension service to
farmers with the aim of assisting in rural development. In this regard, the
RADA was able to implement a few projects aimed at achieving the set
strategic objectives. Among the highlights of the projects implemented
are:

• A reduction in the number of consultants in the organization and 
the funds re-directed to increase the travelling allowance for 
extension officers by 150km

• The issuing of handsets with data plans to extension officers to 
aid them in the effective delivery of their role of extension service 
delivery to the farmers of Jamaica

• The development of a Marketing Plan which will guide the 
marketing of produce from farmers across Jamaica

These, among many other initiatives, were geared towards improving the
output of the workers that will eventually redound to the benefits of the 
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farmers and the Jamaican
people.  

Growth performance of the
sector
The performance of the
agricultural sector throughout the
year was mixed, with increases
seen in the first and second
quarters. However, this period of
growth was affected by the
advent of Hurricane Sandy in
October 2012 which was
followed by an extended period
of drought that severely
impacted agricultural production
across much of the island.

For the reporting period, the
Domestic Crop sub-sector
continued its positive growth in
2012, with production totaling
610,137.8 tonnes, the highest
output seen since 1996. This
amount also represented an
increase of 3.0 % over the 2011

production, when approximately 592,108.1 tonnes were reaped. 

The National Board takes the opportunity to congratulate the RADA staff on
their yeoman work in the damage assessments after Hurricane Sandy. This
allowed for quick decision making. RADA again proved effective in the
distribution of agricultural input during the relief efforts.

The future holds much promise for agricultural production. The National
Board is confident that the dedicated staff of RADA will continue to show the
highest level of professionalism to ensure that RADA fulfils its mission to
provide effective and efficient extension services to rural farmers to improve
their overall yield and make a positive contribution to the Jamaican economy.

Prof. Densil A. Williams 
Chairman 
RADA National Board
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T
he Authority aimed to execute

extension delivery services at

the highest level of professional

excellence towards enhancing crop

production and productivity, and the

livelihoods of farmers and farm

families.

Even through marred by fiscal
shrinkage and restricted budgetary
allocation, the Authority still sought
ways to sustain its main operations
and extension activities by forging
strategic alliances with diverse
partners and international agencies. 

The year was marked with relatively conducive weather conditions suited
for productive commercial agriculture. It was noted that for some
activities, through international project engagements, the Authority was
able to facilitate and improve the competence levels of the extension
core, agricultural infrastructure, and enhance the knowledge, skills and
attitudes of the small farmers.

Crop production saw an increase of 0.8 %, from 610,137.8 tonnes in 2012
to 614,911.7 tonnes in 2013. Additionally, it was also noted that there was
a 2.6 % increase in hectares planted in 2013, when compared to 2012. 

Dissemination of technical information to farmers and technology transfer
was enhanced for the reported period through the use of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) such as text and voice messaging
and the use of tablets. Over 42, 000 farmers were engaged in training
sessions, which used diverse methodologies to include the Farmer Field
School, Conventional Training and Visit methodologies, On-farm
Interventions and Demonstration Plots. This information was transferred
to other farmers in rural communities through farmer-to-farmer contact,
mass media releases, the RADA website, the RADA diaries and other
promotional activities such as exhibitions, radio and television
appearances.

A wholistic approach was employed when delivering extension services to
the farmers. The Authority sought to improve the entire livelihood of the
farm families by working with communities to enhance their technical
capacity, marketing arrangements and linkages, social relationships and
wherever possible, access to inputs, social services and loan facilities.
Some areas focused on for the year included: increasing the production of
Irish Potato towards promoting import substitution, creating an awareness
among farmers about the Food Safety Modernization Act, with an
emphasis on focusing on Good Agricultural Practices and the need for
farmers to practice Agriculture Disaster Risk Management in an effort to
mitigate the negative effects of Climate Change.  

The tractor programme, even though not as lucrative as projected, still
sought to provide a more reasonable priced service to small farmers. Crop
productivity levels improved as 1,087 farmers benefitted and 1,025
hectares of land was prepared. Additionally, as production levels improved,
marketing linkages also were enhanced as 4,882 farmers benefitted from
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million.

The Livestock Extension
Services continued its efforts to
encourage farmers to increase
production, adhering to good
husbandry practices, with
emphasis on farm hygiene
ensuring the production of safe
food. During the reporting
period, Livestock Officers
facilitated the training of 5,729
farmers in various areas of
livestock production. The
livestock of major focus for the
year under review was small
ruminants and pigs which were
in keeping with the National 2030
vision. The Livestock Unit also
forged linkages with Livestock
Associations and donor
agencies, in order to provide
support for the developmental
plans for the industry.

One of the key pillars in RADA’s
strategic plan is to ensure

equality of access to services, especially as it relates to enhancing the well-
being of vulnerable groups such as women and youth. The Home
Economics/Social Services Unit endeanoured to fulfil the essence of this
pillar as community groups were engaged in various training sessions,
workshops and food promotions. The Unit facilitated 871 training sessions
benefitting approximately 10,000 participants. Skills in areas such as product
development, family life education, value added production, diet and nutrition
were effectively transferred to community groups, with the aim of facilitating
their empowerment, employability and ultimately, enabling groups to become
self-reliant.

Within the context of limited resources and budgetary constraints, the
Authority still believe that the services rendered for the year were of a high
quality and benefitted the farmers tremendously. However, it must be noted
that the contributions of donor agencies and partners have added support to
our services, and as such, the Authority is extremely grateful to our donors
and partners, who have rendered unstinting contributions towards improving
the livelihood of small farmers.

Harold Spaulding
Chief Executive Officer
RADA
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RADA crop care officers discusses (with
farmer) the use of different types of
pheromone traps in monitoring beet
army worm on escallion 



Technical knowledge was transferred to
farmers in both direct and indirect ways. 

Both participatory and
presentational methods of delivery
were employed. Direct methods of
knowledge transfer primarily
involved the use of diverse
interventions to include workshops,
field days, field visits, seminars and
on-farm demonstrations. Farmer
Field School (FFS) methodology
has been used to facilitate
participatory learning and to
enhance farmer’s knowledge, skills
and attitudes. Over 42,000 farmers
have benefitted from these
interventions. Farmers have
benefitted indirectly through the use
of farmer– to – farmer diffusion,
mass media extension methods

The Authority continued to improve agricultural

production and productivity through appropriate and

applicable technology transfer. Farmers were

encouraged to adopt and diffuse modern techniques

and best practices through farmer training sessions.

The Authority has been working assiduously in the

field to disseminate technical knowledge and skills to

farmers, in order to enhance their livelihood,

production practices and operational efficiency.
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such as technical publications,
RADA website (www.rada.gov.jm),
RADA diaries, television and radio
interviews, RADA TV, (technical/
demonstration videos) and the
transfer of vital information
through text and voice messaging.

Achievements
Training Interventions occurred in
all 98 extension areas, into which
the island is divided. The following
is a summary of achievements:

Table 1: Summary of Farmer
Training Achievements

42,024 farmers were exposed to
technical training in at least one of
the following areas:
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• Irrigation and Water 
Management

• Protected Agriculture
• Nursery Production
• Crop Nutrition
• Orchard Crop Production
• Disaster Risk Management
• Integrated Pest Management
• Land Husbandry
• Livestock Production
• Record Keeping
• Apiculture
• Marketing and Post-Harvest 

Management                       
• Agricultural Business 

Management

• Good Agricultural Practices

• Food Safety Modernization
Act 

Farmer Field School training.

Farmer training session.



Through the on-going pest monitoring
surveillance programmes and timely

interventions in suppression of pests of
economic importance, local farmers were
informed and guided in pest management

using integrated approaches

Food Safety was a major highlight over
the period in light of the Food Safety 

Modernization Act (FSMA) passed
in the United States of America.
With this in mind, an integrated
approach, which encompassed the
use of Good Agricultural Practices
(GAPs) and Good Manufacturing
Practices (GMPs) were promoted
with the following objectives:

• To increase crop productivity
and enhance production
sustainability through improved
integrated crop/pest
management

• To meet global trade
requirements through improved
phyto-sanitary and food safety

14

CROP CARE
Programme

The foregoing and maintenance of partnership and

inter-agency collaborations at the national, regional

and hemispheric levels were given priority as the

Authority actively promoted food safety and good

agricultural practices in order to ensure continuous

access to the local and international markets.  



standards on farms 

• To promote health and
environmental well-being
through improved management
of the eco-system and in the
use of agricultural pesticides
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• To foster collaboration with
related agencies for the
efficient and cost effective
delivery of services

• To ensure that the farming
community and the general

public receive information on
pest outbreaks and strategies
for containment and
suppression inhibition

Table 2: Summary of Achievements:
Crop Care Programme

Field monitoring

Field inspection



Through field days, soil fertility
management and structural interventions,

the Authority has engaged farmers in 

becoming more aware of the
negative effects that incorrect land
husbandry practices were having
on the productivity, livelihood and
environmental preservation on the
Sector. Appropriate and cost
effective soil fertility management
and conservation techniques were
demonstrated, in order to
encourage them to engage in
sustainable land husbandry
practices. 

Soil treatments and best practices
were emphasized to include the
following: check dams, alley
cropping, mulching, agroforestry,
planting along contours, the usage

The application of better land husbandry practices is

key to the existence of sustainable agriculture. These

practices have proven challenging to attain, especially

in the watershed areas, due to the dynamic interaction

of diverse factors.  The Authority, in recognizing these

deterrents, still makes an effort to facilitate sound land

husbandry interventions  in watershed areas, which

will help farmers to better cope with adverse climatic

events such as floods, drought and wind damage.
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of vegetative barriers, stone
barriers, minimum tillage and
individual basins. 

Achievement Highlights
Table 3: Summary of
Achievements: Land Husbandry
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Drain construction

Stone layered drain

Pineapple barriers



This network is crucial and is difficult to
maintain, given the challenges of fierce

competition in the dynamic global market.
However, the marketing extension service

continued to encourage the 

formation and sustenance of
positive relationships among key
stakeholders. This in effect, has
made farmers a strong competitive
force in the global marketplace
against imports, in crops such as
turmeric, Irish potato, ginger and
onion.

The objectives of the Unit were to: 

• establish linkages between
producers and buyers to ensure
movement in the Market

• improve the competitiveness of
fresh produce in the marketing
system

The main emphasis of the marketing extension

services is to facilitate the effective sharing of market

intelligence among key stakeholders in order to

promote market driven production. The key role of this

service is to encourage sustainable linkages among

market players and establish a strategic network,

which exists in a framework of information sharing

and mutual trust.

18

Marketing Extension  
Services



• organize farmers into
production/ marketing groups
to supply major markets.

• evaluate Post Harvest losses
from current practices carried
out on the major agricultural
produce entering the fresh
market.

• reduce the recurrent problem
of glut for a wide range of
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agricultural produce.

• provide guidance and support
to the Ministry in the
formulation of policies to
promote import substitution.

Table 4: Summary of
Achievements: Marketing
Extension

Graded Irish potato

Harvesting ginger



The Authority currently operates a fleet of
sixteen (16) rubber-wheeled tractors in all

parishes (except St. Andrew).

Despite occasional challenges in
providing the service, the Authority
still continued to offer the service to
registered farmers at 80% of the
market rate, and created value for a
more profitable agricultural sector.

Achievements of the Tillage
Service include:

Land Preparation    - 1,025.14 h
Number of farmers - 1,087.  

This programme is promoting the use of modern

technology by providing farmers with access to land

preparation services at competitive rates, whilst still

being able to operate at an efficient level, to include

maintaining and replacing the tractors, over a ten year

period.
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Service
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Land preparation



Performance by Parish                         

The Authority, in its drive to improve crop
production and productivity continued to

seek funding to support this thrust and
engage farmers in projects and training 

interventions in all 98 extension
areas. The following table
summarizes the achievements for
the year.

Domestic Food Crop Production for 2013, increased

by 0.8%, when compared to the previous year.

Additionally, the area reaped for the reporting period

increased from 44,606 to 45,784.8. Even though the

increase was marginal for this reporting period, crop

production and area reaped still continued to increase

over the past four years.
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Domestic Food Crop  
Production



Performance by Crop Group

The crop which showed the highest increase in
production for this reporting period of 22.3%
was the sorrel. The top three crops, which were
vegetables, yams and potatoes accounted for
over 70% of the overall production.
Unfortunately, yam production declined in
production by 4.3%. Even though challenged
with random pest and disease outbreak, limited
resources and occasional incidents of drought,
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the Authority still sought to work
feverishly with stakeholders to
improve crop production and
productivity.

Table 5: Summary of Achievements for
Domestic Crop Production by Parish

Table 6: Performance by
Crop Group

Inter-cropping

Harvested stringbeans



Farmers have seen improvement in their
stock, knowledge, skills and attitudes,

towards enhancing growth and
development in the agricultural sector.

The livestock extension services were
enriched as the unit engaged in more

strategic partnerships with donor 

agencies and other inter-agencies
collaborators, and this significantly
enhanced the capacity of the
officers and subsequently, the
delivery of technical information to
farmers. A number of projects were
also implemented, and the
outcomes of these projects
included farmer training, herd
improvement, pasture and
infrastructural upgrading and house
improvement.

The Livestock Industry has improved in

competitiveness, quality and productivity as the

Authority has worked assiduously to facilitate the

transfer of relevant and appropriate technology to the

farmers, through the relentless efforts of thirteen (13)

livestock officers.   
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Livestock 
Production
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Table 7: Summary of Achievements:
Livestock Unit

Cattle grazing

African star grass

Livestock Officers being trained on how to
assess workers in the various areas of egg
production.



The wholistic approach to the system of
Extension Service Delivery is facilitated

through the close collaboration of the 

Social Services/Home Economics
Unit and the Agricultural Extension
Officers, thus fostering the family
unit approach to farming and
community development. During
the year, the Unit continued to help
rural/urban families and
communities to improve their
quality of life. Despite many
challenges, groups and individuals,
with emphasis on women and
youth, benefited from the various
interventions and activities through
Home Economics Education, family
life and personal development and
the initiation of a number of group
based micro-enterprises.

The Social Services/Home Economics Unit continued

to pursue activities geared at improving the livelihoods

of women and youth island-wide through relevant

training programmes in agro-processing, home

management, business management and product

development. The Unit has worked relentlessly over

the year and through diverse projects and activities,

engaged and empowered farm families towards

making them more self-sufficient.

26

Social Services/ 
Home Economics Programme



Table 8: Summary of
Achievements: Social Services/
Home Economics Programme. 
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Income generating ventures

Income generating ventures

Bammy making at Twickenham Industries



For the 2012 – 2013 financial year, the
Information & Communication Technology

(ICT) Unit continued the initiative of
facilitating and supporting the exploration

of adopting Life Long Learning (L3F) in
Extension education. Focus was placed

on the use of mobile technology to
transfer targeted short farming related
messages to farmers’ cell phones via  

voice and text. The messages
covered areas such as: Pest and
Disease Management, Disaster Risk
Management tips and best
practices in Irish potato production.

Efforts were also placed on
developing the capacity of
Extension staff through self-
directed multimedia learning.
Emphasis was also placed on the
development of the Unit’s human
resources in the pursuit of
professional and technical
certification. These initiatives were
fairly successful as indicated by the
achievements below and their
impact on the overall organizational

The global society continues to evolve as technology

advances rapidly. RADA seeks to embrace the

changes and improve communication with the farmers

through the use of technology such as mobile phones,

and other information systems devices.

28

Information &
Communication Technology



objectives.

Table 10: Summary of ICT
Achievements
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Mobile technology: Cell phones and tablets
use in the transfer of technical information to
farmers

Tablet handing over ceremony



The Agribusiness Information System is a web based system which was designed and

developed by the Authority as a database containing pertinent information on farmers and

their agricultural enterprise. The system contains the following modules/sub-systems:
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Agribusiness Information
System (ABIS)

Table 11: Summary of Sub-systems: Agribusiness Information System



Achievements

The Authority has extended its
Agricultural Business Information
System (ABIS) database and
website facilities to the Coffee
Industry Board (CIB) for the
registration of its members. RADA
has also provided database
hosting facilities (i.e. giving CIB
access to the ABIS database for
the registration and maintenance
of the data of its members only).
Verification of all farmers remains
the responsibility of RADA. The
major objective for the use of this
facility is to associate the CIB’s
Farmer Registration Activity
Tracking System (FRATS) number
of its farmers with RADA’s
Identification Number. CIB farmers
are identified in the database by
its group membership which is -
Coffee Industry Board. 

Farmer Registration and
Verification

Registration of farmers is a
continuous exercise throughout
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the reporting year. Farmers are
implored to register with RADA to
ensure their access to the regular
extension services. 

Farmers registered
since inception            -   165,706 

Farmers verified to
date -   144,547  

Farmer Identification
produced to date        - 82,360

RADA ICT personnel sorting farmer ID cards

Receipt books: used to reduce the impact of
praedial larency. 



The Human Resource Management and
Administration Division of the Rural

Agricultural Development Authority (RADA)
is fundamentally geared towards providing

the most suitable human capital for the
efficient and effective operation of the
industry. This achievement came as a

result of the hiring of the right calibre of
staff that possesses the requisite 

knowledge, skills and ability to
execute the Mission of the
Authority.

Some of the objectives used by the
Division to achieve these goals
included:

• The development and
implementation of appropriate
training and development
policies to enhance the
technical and operational
capabilities of staff

• The provision of information
regarding the guidelines of the
policies and programmes that

Capacity building and staff development continued to

be an important facet of operational efficiency, as the

Authority seeks to remain current and relevant in the

dynamic changes occurring in extension delivery and

agricultural technology.

32

Human Resource  
Management & Administration



exists in the governance
framework of the Authority

• The identification of Skills Gap
that exists through the process
of Performance Appraisals

• To further strengthen the
capacity of the staff. Other
initiatives for including
coaching, job enrichment,
continuing performance
assessment and succession
planning were used to properly
position staff for upward
mobility and development.

Some critical areas of training
were undertaken during this
reporting period. These are
outlined as under:
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Capacity building: Strengthening the
knowledge base and skills of RADA staff.
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Table 12:
Summary of
Achievement:
Staff Training
(Professional
Development
Courses)





These activities enhanced the Authority’s
corporate image, reach and visibility.

Networks and partnerships with
stakeholders were enriched at these

events, including the public participation,
feedback and high levels of expressed

interest and subsequent communication.

During these events, the Authority
sought to display the best in
agriculture, improved technology
and cutting edge innovations.
Additionally, the audience was
engaged through intellectually
stimulating discourse on the diverse
opportunities available for
pursuance in the field of agriculture. 

Major shows supported by the
Authority included those held in the
parishes of Clarendon, St. Mary,
Trelawny, St. James, St. Andrew
and St. Thomas. The expositions
attended included:

The Authority continued to disseminate technical

information through mass media extension methods

by participating and hosting promotional activities

such as exhibitions, open days, career days, and

other related agricultural shows.
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Agricultural 
Shows & Exhibitions



• Parish, Regional & National
4H- Achievement Day

• Denbigh Agricultural Show

• RADA Parish Open Day

• Jamaica Agricultural Society
(JAS) – Annual Eat Jamaican
Day

• Ministry of Agricultural &
Fisheries – Eat Jamaica
Month

• Annual Flower Shows

• Jamaica Civil Service
Association Achievement
Exposition

• Jamaica Cultural
Development Commission
Annual Festival of Foods

• Montego Bay Trade Show

• Farmers Markets

• Hague Agricultural Show

• Montego Bay C of C Business
Exposition
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• 4H – Heroes Day Celebration

• Montpellier Agricultural Show

• World Food Day Exposition

• JAS Parish Agricultural Show

• P.C. Bank – Health Fair

• College of Agriculture,
Science and Education
(CASE) – Career & Open Day

• Ministry of Health Annual
Health Fair

• Jamaica Parliament –
Agricultural Display

• UTECH Cassava Exposition

• Launch of Denbigh
Agricultural Show

• Drug Awareness Expositions

• International Women’s Day
Scenes from various RADA expos.



The specific objectives pursued for the
reporting year included:

• The provision of raw material for
agro-processing which should increase

local fruit processing output by
approximately 50 percent

• The provision of technical
expertise in the areas of
research, marketing and
extension services to farmers
and agro-processors.

Unfortunately, the project was
hindered in its full effectiveness due
to inadequate funds to purchase
the plants and supply  inputs, poor
weather conditions during early
months of 2012/2013 in  most areas
and small acreages (average) being
established by individual  farmers. It
was also noted that farmers were
slow in accepting the reality that
their  fruit trees needed to be cut
back to increase production and

The Fruit Tree Crop project aims to encourage the

commercial production of fruits in orchards to

promote the acquisition of income for beneficiaries

and also contribute to environmental sustainability.

The major goal of the project is to increase the supply

of fruits to levels that will satisfy the demand from

processors and the fresh market. 
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Fruit Tree Crop 
Project



facilitate easier harvest, better tree
management and  to ensure better
pest control activities.

Nevertheless, the Authority,
earnestly sought to function as
best as possible, given these
challenges and provided technical
assistance to farmers, towards
facilitating behavioural change. 

The incentives delivered under the
project included:
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Production Incentives: plants,
tools, and equipment and
technical advice.

Tree Crops Targeted: ackee,
avocado, breadfruit, juneplum,
lychee, mango, jackfruit,
naseberry, otaheiti apple, soursop,
and star apple.

Achievement Highlights

Table 13: Summary of
Achievements: Fruit Tree Crop

Mango Tree

Jackfruit Tree

Breadfruit Tree



The total area occupied by
greenhouses island wide was
1,575,255 square feet across
33.163 acres. The main crops
grown in these greenhouses include
sweet peppers, tomatoes and
romaine lettuce. 

The Authority seeks to improve agricultural production

in diverse ways through the use of innovative, modern

and appropriate technologies. One such technology is

the practice of protected agriculture, through the use

of greenhouses. Farmers who have employed the use

of this technology has seen improvement in crop

productivity and production and farm income..

40

Protected 
Agriculture Unit
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Table 14: Summary of Achievements for the
Protected Agriculture Unit 

Cultural practices: inducing pollination in protected agriculture production

Lettuce production in greenhouse

Soil samples being collected for soil testing



On August 28 2008, Tropical Storm Gustav struck

Jamaica causing damages predominantly to the

Eastern Parishes namely; Portland, St. Thomas, St

Mary, and St Andrew. Damage to the agricultural

sector was estimated at  J$ 1.63 billion. The

devastation spanned the domestic food crop,

fisheries, banana, livestock, sugar, coffee and

protected agriculture subsectors.

12

The United States Agency for International
Development (USAID), in keeping with
their  Policy framework, Development

priorities  and the Natural Assets 

Managed to Generate Rural
Development and Sustainable
Economic Growth Assistance
Agreement  532-4-ENV-AA,
approved a grant of US$3.2Million
to assist the Government of
Jamaica(GOJ) /Ministry of
Agriculture & Fisheries MOAF with
tropical storm  Gustav  Agricultural
Sector Recovery activities. The
duration of the project was from
November 2008 to September 30,
2012.

The purpose of the Gustav
Agricultural Rehabilitation Project
(GARP) was to assist the

42

Internationally
Funded Projects

Gustav Agricultural Rehabilitation Project (GARP)



Government of Jamaica (GOJ)
/Ministry of Agriculture MOAF with
tropical storm Gustav agricultural
sector recovery activities. These
activities were designed to restore
the agricultural sector to pre-
Gustav levels of production.

The project consisted of three
major components:

1. Rural Road Rehabilitation
(Portland, St. Thomas, St.
Andrew, Clarendon, St.
Elizabeth, Hanover)
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2. Increased Production and
Productivity of Nine Selected
Crops (carrot, onion, red
peas, hot pepper, dasheen,
Irish potato, Sweet potato,
ginger and yam).

3. Rehabilitation of Coffee
Farms (Blue and High
Mountain).

Highlights of Achievements

Table 15: Summary of
Achievements - Gustav Project

Irish and sweet potato production

Road rehabilitation work



EUROPEAN UNION BANANA SUPPORT Programme (EUBSP)

The project purpose is to maintain living
standards of farmers, farm and port

workers and the former banana producing
communities of each of the respective

parishes in the short term and to improve
their living standard in the long term. 

The European Union Banana Support
Programme (EUBSP) has two parallel

components:

Component 1: Banana Improvement
Programme (BIP). This component

provides support to banana and plantain
farmers, and continues to build upon the

achievements of the ongoing Special
Financing Agreement (SFA) funded
programmes. The BIP continues to

provide technical and financial assistance
to improve the viability of Jamaica’s 

The overall objective of the European Union Banana

Support Programme is to promote sustainable

development in the traditional banana growing areas

of Jamaica. The target parishes are Portland, St. Mary,

St. Thomas, Clarendon, St. Catherine and St. James. 

banana and plantain industries,
including value added products,
through improving productivity and
efficiency. 

Component 2: Rural Diversification
programme (RDP). This
component provides support to
those displaced as a result of the
decline of the banana industry. The
primary beneficiaries are displaced
banana farmers, farm workers, port
workers and their communities.
These primary beneficiaries are
those who may be seeking
investment in other viable economic
activities. The RDP identifies, builds
and supports demand-driven and
market-led sub-projects for farmers
and other target groups in
traditional banana producing
communities. The projects
supported agricultural and non-
agricultural enterprises as well as
other rural development activities.
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Banana and Irish potato production 



These projects were expected to
improve rural income and ensured
sustainability by utilising and
building synergies with the private
sector.

Highlights of Achievements

Banana Improvement
Programme (BIP)

1. Establishment of the Contract
between the Rural Agricultural
Development Authority
representing the Planning
Institute of Jamaica (PIOJ) and
the All Island Banana Growers
Association Ltd (ABIGA) on
March 30, 2012 for the
implementation of the action
entitled “The Capacitating of
All Island Banana Growers
Association (AIBGA) in
Transition to the Banana
Accompanying Measures
(BAMs) for the sum of EURO
225,036.00. The Contracting
Authority undertook the
financing of EURO 179,582.00
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a. To contribute to
sustainable banana and
plantain production sub-
sectors. 

b. To maintain existing
capacity and plan for
the future technical
support to address
farmers’ expressed
needs for services and
innovation. This is  in
support of increased
productivity and cost
efficiencies in crop and
agri-business
production of bananas
and plantains.

which was equivalent to
79.8% of the Action. 

a. Improvement to all
three AIBGA Input
Supplies Stores

b. Construction of a new
banana ripening facility

c. Customer Service
Training for AIBGA
members

d. Development of a
Banana Marketing Plan

e. Increase in membership

f. Provision of new
equipment and
technology     

2. Completion of the Banana
Board Grant Contract: The
Banana Board Grant Contract
for Technical Services during
Transition €650,000 under the
objectives:

Rehabiliting cocoa fields



With the extension being granted it
facilitated the completion of some critical

activities and closing down exercises.
During the reporting period, the project

played an integral role in supporting
several programmes through the provision

of grants. 

The project also continued distribution of
agricultural inputs to registered farmers

and farmer groups in an effort to increase
the production and productivity of

agricultural produce islandwide.

Programmes /Projects supported under
the project during the 2012/2013 period

included:

The ALBA Project which was funded by the

Venezuelan Government was initially scheduled for

completion by March 2012. However, due to several

constraints approval for the extension of the project to

July 2013 was granted by the Ministry of Finance. 

ALBA-Alimentos Initiative - Farmer Input Supply Project)
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Graduation exercises

Honey production
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ALBA-Alimentos Initiative - Farmer Input Supply Project)

Table 16:
Summary of
Achievements:
Alba Project

ALBA equipment handing over ceremony and
coffee bore control programme



All programmes which were implemented
had a sustainability component and

ensured that the economic gains and the
skills created remained after the financial

intervention of RADA terminates. A total of
seven (7) sub-projects were identified and

five (5) of which are at various stages of
implementation by RADA. 

These sub-projects included the following:
1.       School Feeding Programme

2.      Expansion of RADA Twickenham
Industry

The Jamaica Emergency Employment Programme

was an initiative crafted by the Government of

Jamaica. The following projects/programmes were

identified as viable means of employment for persons

within the agricultural sector.  Some of these

projects/programmes were already underway, but

have been incorporated in JEEP as a way to expand

and or extend them over time to be more beneficial to

a larger number of people.  

• Agri-Marts                           
• Twickenham Bammy 

Factory

3. Re-verification and Registration
of Farmers

4. Urban Farming Initiative
5. Community/Residential Crop 

Care Experts (project has been 
declined)

6. Farm Road Maintenance
7. Nursery Programme

These sub-projects were being
funded through the Petro Caribe’
Fund which is managed by the
Ministry of Finance. The total funds
which have been allocated to these
projects amounted to J$78M.

RADA is responsible for the
management and implementation
of the projects listed above. 

Jamaica Emergency Employment Programme (JEEP)
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Urban farming
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Table 17: Achievement of JEEP

Jamaica Emergency Employment Programme (JEEP)
Nursery and farm road maintenance
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The Consolidation Action Plan (CAP) was
originally conceptualized as a 10 month
IDB Project.  Consolidation Action Plan

(CAP) was originally conceptualized as a
10 month IDB Project with effect from

December 2011 to October 31, 2012 and
having its primary objective as developing

efficient irrigation systems towards
improving agricultural productivity in the

three (3) project areas of:

•  Yallahs     – St. Thomas
•  Colbeck    – St. Catherine
• New Forest – Manchester.

CAP essentially is a special extension of
the IDB/GOJ funded National Irrigation
Development Programme (NIDP) which

commenced in May 2005 and had 

This project was implemented under a Memorandum

of Understanding between RADA and NIC, and sought

to develop the capacity of the beneficiary Water

Users’ Groups and improve access to irrigation water

by the farmers. This project was guided by the

Consolidation Action Plan (CAP).

maturation date of November 2011.
The achievements of the project
included

1. Introduction of high density
planting of crops namely; hot
pepper, scallions and cabbage

2. Introduction of plastic
mulching in hot pepper
cultivation resulting in earlier
harvesting to improve weed
and disease control

3. Use of fertilizers and chemical
injection systems resulting in
better utilization of nutrients,
lower labour costs, timeliness
of applying nutrients,
pesticides and less pollution to
applicators and the
environment. Soluble fertilizers
which allows for lower cost
and ease of application..

RADA/NIC Irrigation Project
Onion and Hot pepper production
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4. Use of border cropping and
sticky traps as part of an IPM
program in better managing
pests

Highlights of Achievements

Table 18: Summary of
Achievements: RADA/NIC Project

RADA/NIC Irrigation Project
Sweet potato production and drip irrigation



The Authority has been involved in various
Inter-Agency engagements to access

additional resources to include human,
financial, technical and physical in order to

build the staff capacity, improve
agricultural production and productivity,
and ultimately enhance the livelihood of

farm families. These partnerships and
engagements were able to enhance

diverse programmes in the Authority to
include Social Services/ Home

Economics, Plant Health/Food Safety,
Farmer and Staff Training, Livestock
Development, Marketing, Agriculture

Disaster Risk Management and the
Agribusiness Information System.

In this knowledge society where technology quickly

advances and resources are fast becoming limited, it

has become even more imperative that the Authority

constantly seeks to form strategic linkages with donor

agencies and global partners to maintain a high level

of extension delivery to the farmers.

The following donor agencies were
the chief Agencies that engaged the
Authority in the thrust towards
improving agricultural production
and productivity: Joint Institute for
Food Safety and Applied Nutrition,
European Union Banana Support
Programme (EUBSP), Micro Credit
Limited, Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB), Food and
Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), Caribbean
Agricultural Research Development
Institute (CARDI), Inter-American
Institute for Cooperation  on
Agriculture (IICA), United States
Department of Agriculture/APHIS,
Plant Quarantine, Export Division,
Research and Development
Division (MOAF), United States
Agency for International
Development (USAID), Electoral
Office of Jamaica (EOJ), Ministry of
Health (MOH), National
Environment and Planning Agency

Partnership Engagements
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IICA/.RADA collaboration and FSMA seminar
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(NEPA), Christiana Potato Growers
Cooperative Association Limited,
Pesticide Control Authority,
AgroGrace Limited, Fersan
Chemical Company, St. Jago Farm
Supplies, Jamaica 4H Clubs,
Jamaica Agricultural Society (JAS),
National Irrigation Commission,
Jamaica Social Investment Fund
(JSIF), Scientific Research Council
(SRC)Social Development
Commission (SDC), Parish
Council, Food for the Poor,
Meteorological Service of
Jamaica, Caribbean Food and
Nutrition Institute (CFNI), Jamaica
Exporters Association (JEA),
Canadian International
Development Agency, Bureau of
Standards, Bureau of Women’s
Affairs, Ministry of Education,
Jamaica Sheep Farmers
Association, Jamaica Egg Farmers
Association, Beef and Dairy Board,
Jamaica Goat Farmers’
Association, University of the West
Indies and College of Agriculture,
Science and Education (CASE)

Partnership Engagements cont’d
Commonwealth of Learning collaboration and
RADA/UWI Mona School of Business MOU
signing

Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries — Ago
Parks



The period under review saw a very active
hurricane season within the Atlantic

region. On October 24, 2012, a Category1
Hurricane Sandy hit Jamaica, devastating

the agriculture sector with serious
damages to the eastern regions of the

island. The main impact from the system
was due to wind, rain and storm surge. As

a result of the constant preparedness to
deal with natural disasters, Parish ADRM 

Much interest has been generated in global spheres

as the conditions of the environment continue to

deteriorate and disaster risks become a growing

concern. Jamaica is vulnerable to climate related

hazards, in particular hurricanes, floods, storm surges

and droughts, due largely to its geographical location

and the exposure of social and economic assets in

coastal areas. This situation is made worse by the

country’s low adaptive capacity especially in the

climate sensitive sectors of the economy such as

agriculture. 

Committees responded to the
needs of farmers within the shortest
possible time to have them return
to normal production activities.
Following the negative impact that
plagued the agriculture sector by
Hurricane Sandy, preliminary
investigations carried out by RADA
in January 2013 showed that crops
in many areas would have been
affected by dry conditions.  

In order to avert the adversity that
the drought was expected to have
upon the domestic crop sub-sector;
the Ministry of Agriculture through
RADA implemented a $45 million
crop production programme. The
Programme had the following main
components:-

1 Production Incentives to
farmers in irrigated areas to
encourage them to plant
additional acreages of crops.

Agriculture Disaster Risk Management (ADRM)
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Tyre barriers and road rehabilitation work
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effort to provide support and
technical guidance to farmers, in
order to improve their livelihood.

increased the threat to food
security given decreased crop
yields. In this light during the
2011/2012 period many donor
agencies sought to include a
climate change component in their
project offerings, as farmers are
encouraged to take serious steps
to mitigate against these effects.

Agricultural Disaster Risk
Management has become one of
the main components of the
Authority and parish committees
have been trying to engage
interagency partners in regular
meetings to design educational
and awareness programmes and
strategies for disaster mitigation.
Some of the projects were geared
towards vulnerable areas and
included training in areas such as
soil management, soil
conservation and disaster risk
management strategies. 

The Authority continued to keep
abreast of information received
from the weather stations, in an

2 Production Incentives to
farmers in non-irrigated areas
not presently affected by the
current dry conditions and
which are less likely to be
affected by drought.

3 Trucking of water to the dry
farming areas in Southern St.
Elizabeth. Many farmers in
those areas owned water
tanks and were able to sustain
production with regular
refilling.

Climate Change is likely to further
aggravate long-term trends in
damage and losses, thus placing
inland and coastal communities
under intense pressure to secure
their livelihoods and food security.
Climate change effects, including
extended periods of drought,
increased frequency of flooding
and changes in rainfall will worsen
soil erosion and degradation and
affect water quality. This has
resulted in major economic losses,
disruption of livelihoods and

Agriculture Disaster Risk Management (ADRM) cont’d
Bush fire and flooding
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORSʼ REPORT

To the Board of
The Rural Agricultural Development Authority

Report on the financial statements

We have audited the financial statements of the Rural Agricultural Development Authority set out on pages 3 to 31 which
comprise the Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2010 and the recurrent income and expenditure account,
capital grants and expenditure account, changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended and a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes..

Managementʼs Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards and the Jamaican Rural Agricultural Development Authority Act 1990. This
responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal controls relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting
and consistently applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the
circumstances.

Auditorsʼ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance  about whether the financial statements are free from
material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditors
consider internal controls relevant to the Authority's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order
to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the entity's internal controls. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the Authority’s financial position as at 31 March 2010,
and of its financial performance, changes in equity and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards and comply with the provisions of the Jamaican Rural Agricultural
Development Authority Act 1990.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORSʼ REPORT

To the Board of
The Rural Agricultural Development Authority

Report on the financial statements

We have audited the financial statements of the Rural Agricultural Development Authority set out on pages 3 to 29 which
comprise the Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2013 and the recurrent income and expenditure account,
capital grants and expenditure account, changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended and a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes.

Managementʼs Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards and the Jamaican Rural Agricultural Development Authority Act 1990. This
responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal controls relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting
and consistently applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the
circumstances.

Auditorsʼ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance  about whether the financial statements are free from
material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditors
consider internal controls relevant to the Authority's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order
to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the entity's internal controls. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the Authority’s financial position as at 31 March 2013,
and of its financial performance, changes in equity and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards and comply with the provisions of the Jamaican Rural Agricultural
Development Authority Act 1990.



INDEPENDENT AUDITORSʼ REPORT (Contʼd)

To the Board of
The Rural Agricultural Development Authority

Report on additional requirements of the Jamaican Rural Agricultural Development Authority Act 1990 

We have obtained all the information and explanations which, to the best of our knowledge and belief, were necessary
for the purposes of our audit.

In our opinion, proper accounting records have been kept and the financial statements are in agreement therewith, and
give the information required by the Act, in the manner so required.

Chartered Accountants

27 February 2014
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Recurrent Income and Expenditure Account Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Capital Grants Income and Expenditure Account Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Statement of Changes in Equity Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Statement of Cash Flows Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Notes to the Financial Statements Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Notes to the Financial Statements Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Notes to the Financial Statements Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Notes to the Financial Statements Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Notes to the Financial Statements Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Notes to the Financial Statements Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Notes to the Financial Statements Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Comparison of Capital Income and Expenditure to Budget Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Comparison of Recurrent Income and Expenditure to Budget Year Ended March 31, 2013
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Income Generating Account Year Ended March 31, 2013
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